GCSANC SUPPORTS FIELD STATION RESEARCH

The Board of Directors at a recent meeting, voted to enhance our contributions to fellow industry professionals by contributing $1,000 to the University of California for use by Dr. Ali Harivandi at the Santa Clara Field Station. This program has been expanding steadily over the past few years, with ten different trials under investigation presently. Some 200 turfgrass species and varieties are being evaluated for their suitability in the Central Coast California Climate. In the past, Dr. Harivandi has enjoyed the moral support of individual Golf Course Superintendents, and it is befitting that we as an organization contribute to his ongoing efforts to provide research and educational opportunities to our group.

HEY, MR. GREENSKEEPER

Hey, Mr. Greenskeeper
Mow that Green
You there
Keep the bathroom clean
Set the Course up
Mow the Collars and Tees
Get the Weedeaters
Trim around the trees
Go roll the tennis courts
Get it all set
Lay down those lines
Hang those nets
Now, mow those greens
Checkerboard style
Don't sit down now
Just go another mile
Rake the sandtraps
Until they look fine
Go to Number ten
Busted waterline
Plant the flowers
See new birth
When they peep through
Mother Earth
Make the fairways attractive
As if an artist drew
A lovely picture
When golfers come in view
Scenery is important
As the golfer starts to play
Lovely surroundings
Will brighten up the day
The men work hard
They keep on their toes
Trying to make a living
Though the wages are low
When the work's done
Deep satisfaction
Greens look great
It took action
It's a land of beauty
Where the grass is green
Salute those men
And their machines
Poem by: Nettie B. Workman
as seen in The Mountain State Greenletter

CALIFORNIA GOLF COURSE SUPERINTENDENTS ANNUAL TOURNAMENT RESULTS

LOW NET
1. Don Naumann
2. Donna Mastroleo
3. Freddie Siodola

TEAM BEST BALL
FIRST
Don Naumann
Ron Binkier
Mike McCaw
Mike Leach
SECOND
Gus Guevara
Jim Neal
Lou Tonelli
Bob Pederson
THIRD
Michael Sommer
Reed Yenny
Dave Zahrte
Jeff Kollenkark
FOURTH
Rex Noah
Dave Sexton
Dave Bergstrom
Marc Marcus
FIFTH
Jim Lipari
Rich Scholes
Richard Rudolph
Scott Szydloski
LONGEST DRIVE
Lou Tonelli
Bob Pederson
George Normandi
CLOSEST TO THE PIN
John Flachman
David Zahrte
Steve Good
Donna Mastroleo

WOMEN'S LOW NET
1. Jean LaDuc